Law Guides
Law Guides
Come to the Research and Learning point in the Law Library during semester times for research or writing advice. Librarian: 11am-3pm (Mon-Fri). Ask at the Information point at other times. Learning skills adviser: 12-1pm (Mon-Fri) Plus 3-4pm during week 4-8.

Home - Law - Library guides at Monash University
The Admiralty and Maritime Law Guide includes over 1,500 annotated links to admiralty law resources on the Internet and a growing database of admiralty case digests, opinions and international maritime conventions. The emphasis is on the law of the United States and the focus is on Internet resources that can be used in an effective and practical manner by admiralty attorneys and maritime ...

Admiralty and Maritime Law Guide - Law Guides
Provides access to general legal research tools such as an encyclopaedia, a case citator and digest, law reports, full-text Australian law journals and commentary.

Law - Law - Subject Guides at UNSW Library
Choose a topic to view free information, guides to the Law Library’s resources, authoritative websites on the topic, step-by-step instructions for common procedures, download free forms, and more.

Law 101 | saclaw.org
Search our FAQ Knowledge base, book a research appointment, reserve a room, register for an event, ask a question, chat, send comments...

guides.law.sc.edu - LibGuides at University of South ...
Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) For superseded procurement regulations, check the appropriate CFR and Federal Register volumes. Superseded FAR provisions and FAR supplements, like the DFARS, can be located in earlier editions of Title 48 of the CFR.

GW Law Library: Library Guides: U.S. Defense Procurement ...
Resources for legal research and writing, including guides to broad areas of law.

Citing and referencing - Law - Library guides at Monash ...
Select a state on the map below (or a tabbed page above) for links to research guides for a state.

Introduction - State Legislative History Research Guides ...
The Code of Maryland Regulations, often referred to as COMAR, is the official compilation of all administrative regulations issued by agencies of the state of Maryland. While the Legislature of the State of Maryland enacts statutes, it is administrative agencies which adopt, amend, and repeal regulations under the authority granted to them by statutes.

Research Guides: Maryland Law Resources: Code of Maryland ...
Secondary sources, such as legal encyclopedias or the American Law Reports, are great places to start your research and can help you find relevant case law on your topic. Legal Encyclopedias: Legal encyclopedias are similar to encyclopedias that you may have used as an undergraduate, except that they focus on brief overviews of legal topics. Different encyclopedias will have different ...

Library Guides: Case Law Research: Methods of Finding Cases
Home Purpose. The Guides to Social Policy Law is a collection of publications designed to assist decision makers administering social policy law.

Home | Guides to Social Policy Law
This guide was created by Trinie Thai-Parker and is updated by the team of Foreign, Comparative
and International Law Librarians at Harvard Law Library.

**Research Guides: International Humanitarian Law: 1949 ...**
The legislative history of a law is comprised of the documents created during deliberations leading to the law's enactment. They are used to determine the legislature's intended purpose and to clarify any ambiguities in the language. - Gail Whittemore -

**Research Guides: Legislative History Research Guide : New ...**
A guide to domestic violence law resources, including sources of federal, state, and international law, practice materials and materials on specific legal issues, as well as news, scholarship, agencies, and organizations.

**Research Guides: Domestic Violence Law: Laws & Regulations**
The Code of Maryland is the most current public record of all statutes still in force in the State of Maryland. The Commission to Revise the Annotated Code was appointed by the Maryland legislature on July 16, 1970, led by then-Senate President William S. James.

**Research Guides: Maryland Law Resources: Code of Maryland**
Access to the resources listed on this page is limited. Users may access most of these databases from a School of Law computer. Faculty, staff, and students have remote access with a University of South Carolina network username and password.

**Electronic Resources - guides.law.sc.edu**
Probate Guide (currently undergoing revision in 2013) This Guide explains the relevant law in NSW on probate and succession. It is designed to demystify the process of estate distribution in NSW.

**Guides to HIV and the law | HALC**
What is a Citation? A citation is a reference to a legal authority. It is essential that citations to legal materials follow a standard format so that anyone using a law library may find the resources cited.

**Library Guides: Locating Legal Information in Primary and ...**
This guide lists many well-known and commonly-used practice guides and form books available in this library. (Zief Law Library call numbers are given.)

**In this Guide - California Practice Guides and Form Books ...**
The Charles B. Sears Law Library occupies six floors in the center of the School of Law, and boasts a variety of different study spaces available for all UB students.
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